FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OVER $69*

LOW PRICES EVERYDAY

Marmot

Limelight 2P Hiking Tent
$599.99 $539.90

Details

Specifications

The Limelight 2P Tent from Marmot is the high-quality tent
that balances weight and liveability that you've been looking
for.

Snowys Code:

138576

Supplier Code:

279301937

Season:

3

Sleeping Capacity:

2 Person

External Dimensions:

231L x 263W cm

Sleeping Area:

221L x 135W cm

Packed Dimensions:

45.7L x 17.8W x 17.8H cm

Max. Head Height:

109 cm

Material:

68D Polyester Taffeta 190T

Inner Material:

68D Polyester Taffeta | 40D Polyester
No-See-Um Mesh

Floor Material:

68D Polyester Taffeta 190T

Frame Material:

3 x Alloy | DAC Press Fit 9.0mm |
Velocity 8.5mm

Waterproof:

2000mm Floor | 1500mm Fly

Weight:

2.55 Kg

Minimum Weight:

2.325 Kg

Warranty:

Guaranteed Free of Manufacturing
Defects for Life

The vertical walls of this tent create more headroom and a
generally more spacious living area, and pitching is simple
thanks to the colour coded clips and poles. This user-friendly
tent has a double door and rear D shaped door to make it
easy for 2 people to get in and out.
The seam-sealed fly provides a waterhead rating of 1500mm
for protection in the rain, and the seam sealed catenary cut
floor has a rating of 2000mm to keep leaks out. The Limelight
2P also has No-See-Um mesh on the interior to assist with
ventilation and keep out insects from your shelter.
Featuring quality lightweight DAC Press-fit poles, and high
strength velocity Aluminium 7000 ridge poles - the structure
of this tent is super solid. Store your packs and boots in the
vestibules on either side of the tent, and stash your phone,
PLB and other smaller essentials in the interior pockets for
easy access. You can also utilise your headlamp as a tent
light thanks to the lampshade pocket which will hold it up to
provide ambient lighting in your shelter.
Finished off with jingle-free zipper pulls, and a custom
footprint - the Limelight represents premium design and
spaciousness for two adventurers.
Vertical walls create a spacious living area
One super-sized double door and rear D shaped door with 2
vestibules
Seam taped fly with vents
Seam taped catenary cut floor
Colour-coded easy pitch clips and poles
Interior pockets for organising gear
Jingle-free nylon zipper pulls
DAC press-fit poles and velocity Aluminium 7000 ridge pole
Lamp Shade Pocket to hold headlamp for ambient lighting
Footprint included

Have a question about this product?
1300 914 007

service@snowys.com.au

Snowys Outdoors

Changed your mind?
For all information on how to return an item, visit www.snowys.com.au/returns
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